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Quantum degeneracy of microcavity polaritons
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We investigate experimentally one of the main features of a quantum fluid constituted by exciton
polaritons in a semiconductor microcavity , that is quantum degeneracy of a macroscopic fraction
of the particles. We show that resonant pumping allows to create a macroscopic population of
polaritons in one quantum state. Furthermore we demonstrate that parametric polariton scattering
results in the transfer of a macroscopic population of polariton from one single quantum state into
another one. Finally we briefly outline a simple method which provides direct evidence of the
first-order spatial coherence of the transferred population.
In the past few years, the nature of quantum state
of carriers in semiconductors and more specifically the
possibility of condensation has raised a growing inter-
est [1]. Exciton polaritons in semiconductor microcav-
ities appear as promising candidates because they have
a very small effective mass around the minimum energy
state at k = 0 (where k is the wave vector in the plane
of the layers), providing a large critical temperature for
condensation [2, 3]. Bosonic stimulation of the relaxation
towards the bottom of the dispersion curve under non-
resonant pumping has been reported by several groups
[4, 5]. In order to demonstrate condensation, it is crucial
to give evidence of quantum degeneracy of polaritons.
Here, we investigate this property in a very different sit-
uation, where the lower polariton branch is pumped by a
resonant laser beam. The system is then far from ther-
modynamical equilibrium; the polariton oscillation fre-
quency is not fixed by an equation of state relating the
chemical potential to the polariton density and no con-
densation is expected to take place. The exciton polari-
ton system is however a quantum fluid which exhibits
collective excitations [6].
We show in this paper that a macroscopic fraction of
the particles in the system are in one single quantum
state. To our knowledge, there has been to date no com-
plete experimental evidence of a polariton system being
in a single quantum state. Such evidence is necessar-
ily related to coherence properties of the polariton field,
which are transferred to the emitted light field, due to its
part-matter, part-light nature [7, 8]; this feature allows
experimental access to the polariton coherence through
measurements on the emitted light field. Most exper-
imental studies have focused on the linewidth, angular
divergence and phase coherence of the nonlinear emis-
sion [9]. Second-order coherence in the time domain has
been studied theoretically [8, 10, 11] and experimentally
through the measurement of the intensity autocorrelation
function g(2)(τ) of the emitted light [12].
The reduction of the linewidth and angular divergence
above threshold may indicate a reduction of the number
of populated polariton modes. However, such properties,
related to the first-order coherence, are not in themselves
sufficient proofs of the single-mode nature of the polari-
ton field. In the same way, a measurement of first-order
temporal coherence does not allow to discriminate be-
tween the light from a single-mode laser and the light
from a spectrally filtered thermal source [13]. In order
to obtain a full characterization the measurement of the
spatial second-order coherence properties is a crucial one.
The aim of this paper is to give an unambiguous exper-
imental signature of polariton quantum degeneracy in
the regime of resonant pumping of the lower polariton
branch, by studying the second-order spatial coherence.
We use specific methods from quantum optics to charac-
terize the modes of the emitted light, which are directly
related to the properties of the modes of the polariton
quantum fluid.
It has been shown recently that the measurement of
intensity correlations in the transverse plane provides a
criterion allowing to characterize unambiguously single-
mode and multimode quantum states of light [14]. In
this paper, we apply this criterion to the light emitted
by a polariton population around k = 0, created by po-
lariton pair scattering under resonant pumping of the
lower polariton branch by a single-mode cw laser. Our
results show that the emitted light is in a single-mode
quantum state, giving a proof of the quantum degener-
acy of polaritons. We also demonstrate first-order spatial
coherence through the observation of interference fringes
in the emitted field.
The microcavity sample is a high quality factor 2λ cav-
ity described in [15] with polariton linewidths in the 100-
200 µeV range. The pump laser is a single-mode tunable
cw Ti:Saphir with a linewidth of 1 MHz, spatially filtered
through an optical fiber [16] and focused on a 100µm spot
(full width at half maximum of the gaussian distribution)
with a divergence of 0.6◦. All experiments are carried
out with one σ+ polarized resonant pump beam and no
probe beam. The left part of Fig. 1 shows the geome-
try of the experiment. Images of the nonlinear emission
around k = 0 are taken by CCD cameras in real-space
(RS) (near field) and in k-space (KS) (far-field).
We first consider the simplest case where the pump
beam is at normal incidence and directly creates polari-
2tons around k = 0. The interest of investigating this con-
figuration is to check the widely used assumption that a
resonant pump field creates polaritons in a single quan-
tum state, provided the spot size and the pump diver-
gence obey certain conditions. The recent observation
of complex transverse patterns in the emitted light in
the nonlinear regime [16, 17] raises some doubts about
the single-mode character of the polariton population.
Transverse intensity correlation measurements allow to
answer this question unambiguously. From a practical
point of view, it is not easy to analyze the properties of
the polariton emission since it is in the same direction
as the much more intense reflected laser field. However,
at high enough excitation density the polaritons are con-
fined by nonlinear effects in a zone that is smaller than
the excitation spot [16] (see the RS image of the excita-
tion spot in Fig. 2 a). Because of diffraction, the emitted
field has a larger angular divergence than the reflected
laser (see the KS image in Fig. 2 b). The reflected laser
can then be filtered out and we perform the intensity
correlation measurements on the remaining part of the
emitted field.
Two methods will be used for the characterization of
single-mode and multimode beams [14]:
(i) For a beam in a single-mode quantum state, a par-
tial intensity measurement (i.e. only a part of the beam
is sent to the photodetector) has the same effect as losses.
This corresponds to the idea that in a single-mode quan-
tum state, photons are randomly distributed in the trans-
verse plane. Such a behavior can be tested by ”cutting”
the beam transversally with a razor blade and measuring
the intensity noise as a function of intensity [18]. The
noise normalized to the shot noise limit should vary lin-
early with the intensity -the slope is respectively positive,
negative or equal to zero if the noise of the total beam
is above, under or at the shot noise level. Any devia-
tion from the linear behavior would prove the multimode
character of the beam.
(ii) If two separate parts of the single-mode beam of
equal intensities are sent to two identical photodetectors
A and B, the noise of the difference of the photocurrents
NA −NB is the shot noise, whatever the quantum state
of the beam -even for a beam with excess noise, when the
noise measured by each detector is above the shot noise.
There are no correlations at the quantum level between
NA and NB, which again corresponds to the idea that
photons are randomly distributed in the transverse plane.
Any deviation from the shot noise level would prove the
multimode character of the beam.
These methods only apply to the transverse single-
mode or multimode nature of the beam. It is assumed
that only one longitudinal cavity mode is present in the
emission. For example, one can consider the case of
a laser emitting on two consecutive longitudinal cavity
modes, but with the same transverse distribution de-
scribed by a TEM00 mode; it is clear that the above-
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FIG. 1: a) Experimental setup. CCD camera for images in
RS (KS) of the emitted light in reflection (transmission). b)
”Razor blade” setup. HF (DC): high (low) frequency part of
the signal. c) Intensity correlations set-up. Each of the mir-
rors M1 and M2 reflects the emission from one of the regions
selected by the spatial filter (SF) in KS (see also Fig. 2b).
described experiments do not allow to evidence the mul-
timode nature of such a beam. However in microcavities
the emission is obviously longitudinal single-mode, be-
cause other longitudinal modes are very far in energy. In
the same way it is assumed that only one polarization
state is present in the emission. In our case, this condi-
tion can be reached by using a σ+-polarized pump beam,
since it was shown that the signal emission is then also
σ+ polarized [19].
In these experiments, a multimode beam can be iden-
tified unambiguously by a deviation from the expected
behavior for a single-mode beam. However, no necessary
and sufficient condition can be given for the identification
of a single-mode quantum state, because the single-mode
behavior has to be verified in all transverse bases. But a
convincing indication can be given if the single-mode be-
havior is verified in a basis of transverse modes in which
the field can be expected to be multimode [14]. Since the
polariton modes are well approximated by planes waves
defined by an in-plane wave vector k, the plane waves are
a relevant basis to demonstrate the eventual multimode
character of the emission; in the following, all measure-
ments are done in the far field.
The curve in Fig. 3 a) shows the results of the ”razor
blade” experiment. The linear variation of the normal-
ized noise as a function of intensity indicates the single-
mode character of the emitted light ; the slope is positive
because the beam has some excess noise.
This result was confirmed by the measurement of in-
tensity correlations in the transverse plane. The exper-
imental setup is shown in Fig.1 c). Two parts of the
emitted beam are selected (as shown in Fig. 2 b) by plac-
ing a screen with two small holes in k-space. The light
3FIG. 2: Image of the non linear emission in RS (a) and in
k-space (b) in the degenerate geometry [16]. Cavity exci-
ton detuning 0.3 meV and laser intensity 2.2 mW. In (a) the
dark region in the laser spot corresponds to the polariton
resonance. In (b) the polariton emission is seen around the
(brighter) reflected laser in k-space, showing a larger angular
divergence. The principle of the intensity correlation mea-
surement is schematically indicated.
transmitted by each of the holes is sent to a detector
by removing the λ/2 waveplates and the high-frequency
part of the photocurrent difference is sent to a spectrum
analyzer. The polarizing cube, together with the λ/2
waveplates, allows to measure the shot noise reference
by separating each beam into two parts of equal intensi-
ties incident on each detector and making the difference
of the photocurrents [20]. An example of our results is
shown in Fig. 3 b). The noise of the intensity difference
is the shot noise level, whereas each beam has an excess
noise of more than 30%. This experiment was repeated
for different positions of the holes in k-space, with iden-
tical results.
These results are a very strong indication that the
emission around k = 0 originates from one and the same
polariton quantum state, i.e. the k=0 state populated
by resonant pumping. In particular, it implies that non-
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FIG. 3: a) Squares(diamonds): variations of the noise -HF
signal- of the nonlinear emission around k = 0 as a func-
tion of the detected intensity -DC signal-, in the degenerate
(non-degenerate) geometry. The shot noise (SN) is subtracted
from the total noise, and the result is normalized to the SN.
Cavity-exciton detuning: respectively 0.3 and 1.2 meV. In
the degenerate case, points at very low intensity are missing
because the noise was too small compared to dark noise. b)
Noise power as observed on the screen of the spectrum an-
alyzer. Dark line: noise of the intensity difference, perfectly
superimposed with the shot noise level (gray line). Dark noise
(clear gray line) is 2.6 dB below the SN level.
degenerate processes such as the pair scattering {0,0} →
{k,−k} play a negligible role and validates the single-
mode treatment adopted in [7, 11, 16, 17]. The larger
divergence of the nonlinear emission with respect to that
of the pump beam is due to diffraction effects and is not
associated with a polariton population in other modes.
We now consider a pump at the so-called ”magic an-
gle” with a power slightly above the parametric oscil-
lation threshold, where a bright signal beam is emitted
around k = 0 [21]. Also in this configuration, complex
transverse patterns have been observed in the emitted
light around k = 0 [15, 22], raising questions about its
single-mode character. Again, intensity correlation mea-
surements provide an unambiguous answer.
Fig. 3 a) shows the result of a ”razor blade”-type ex-
periment (Fig. 1 b) on the light emitted around k = 0
in reflection, the reflected pump beam being carefully fil-
tered out. The emitted beam is cut by a razor blade
in k-space. The variation of the normalized noise as a
function of the intensity is linear within experimental ac-
curacy, the positive slope meaning that the total beam
has excess noise. This experiment demonstrates that only
one signal-idler pair oscillates, as can be expected from
the analogy with optical parametric oscillators [23]. It
validates the widely used model involving only three po-
lariton k states [7], which successfully accounts for most
experimental observations [2]. In other words, polariton
pair scattering makes it possible to create a macroscopic
population of polariton in one single quantum state dis-
tinct from the pumped mode. It would be very interest-
ing to make the same kind of measurement below thresh-
old - which requires more sensitive photodetectors than
the one used here-, since many signal-idler pairs are then
involved and evidence for a multimode quantum state
4FIG. 4: Image of the light emitted in a cone of 2◦ around the
normal direction a)in RS in reflection ; b) in k-space in trans-
mission. Cavity-exciton detuning: 1.3 meV. Laser intensity:
2.8 mW (around 1.5 times the threshold intensity).
should be observed [24].
The single-mode nature of the signal polariton field
implies phase coherence, i.e. first-order spatial coher-
ence over the whole emission zone. In order to check this
property, we use an original set-up directly revealing the
phase coherence of the signal field. The idea is to super-
impose the light fields emitted by two separate spots of
the sample, sufficiently small to have a significant diver-
gence so that the emitted fields overlap in k-space. This
is analogous to Young’s double slit experiment, where the
slits are put directly on the surface of the light source.
Fig. 4 a) shows a RS image of the sample surface, af-
ter filtration in KS of the light emitted in a cone of 2◦
around the normal direction, which allows to get rid of
the pump laser at the ”magic angle” (about 12◦). It can
be seen that the signal field is emitted by two separate
spots of a few microns in diameter and separated by l ≃
70 µm. The cavity-exciton detuning and excitation in-
tensity have been chosen precisely to reach this situation
,which is caused by the interplay between nonlinear and
disorder effects, so as to make the implementation of our
Young’s experiment easier. However, the separation of
the polariton field in two spots is not in principle nec-
essary for the experiment; alternatively, it is possible to
make an image of the surface of the sample and place two
slits in the image plane.
The corresponding image in KS presents interference
fringes (Fig. 4 b). We are confident that they are not due
to a self-interference of the laser, because the laser light
has been filtered out. We sent the emitted field through
a monochromator and found no component at the laser
wavelength. Moreover, the fringes are perpendicular to
the line joining the two spots and the fringe separation is
in full agreement with a simple two-slits type calculation:
i = λf//l, with f the focal of the lens. This experiment
reveals a significant degree of first-order spatial coher-
ence of the signal polaritons at a scale of 70 µm. The
fact that interference is observed in cw regime confirms,
in addition, that the beams emitted by the two spots
originates from the same polariton mode (in spite of the
complex shape of the active region in RS). Indeed, two
distinct modes would interfere during a time limited by
the coherence time T2, in the same way as the emissions
from two independent lasers [13].
This result is in full agreement with the single-mode
properties discussed above. It also illustrates a direct
method of measurement of first-order spatial coherence
and gives an order of magnitude for the coherence length
of the polaritons created by the parametric process,
which can be compared to the coherence length of po-
laritons in the linear regime [25].
We have presented an experimental study of quantum
degeneracy of microcavity polaritons, relying on the mea-
surement of intensity correlations in the transverse plane.
We have shown that (i) resonant pumping allows to cre-
ate a macroscopic population of polaritons in a single
quantum state; (ii) in the case of non-degenerate interac-
tion, the polariton pair scattering gives rise to a single-
mode quantum state for the polariton population. These
results are in agreement the description of the system as
a quantum fluid in which only a few collective excitation
modes are populated [6]. The experimental methods that
we have used are very promising for the characterization
of quantum degeneracy [5, 26], also under nonresonant
pumping.
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